Lost and tossed
ARTICLE

Travel with the Tooth Fairy
When you lose a tooth, you may leave it in a special place, like
under your pillow. When you wake up, you may find the Tooth Fairy
has taken the tooth and left money or a gift. That’s a good trade!
The Tooth Fairy is very busy visiting children in the United States,
Canada, Great Britain, Australia and other countries. The world is
big and even the Tooth Fairy can’t be all over the place. In some
countries, her friends do the job. Let’s meet them!
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In France, this little
mouse trades tasty
treats and money for
lost teeth.

Passport No.

TF123456

Surname

FAIRY
Given Names

TOOTH
Nationality

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Zobna Miska
Children in Slovenia
get candy from this
mouse. Uh-oh! That
might cause cavities.

Sex

F

Date of birth

28 FEB 1927

Place of birth

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
Date of issue

FEBRUARY 2019

Date of expiration

FEBRUARY 2029
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Ratoncito Pérez
This kind mouse leaves
money and gifts for
children in Spain, Mexico
and some South
American countries.

Topolino dei denti
In Italy, a small mouse and
the Tooth Fairy share the
job of collecting lost teeth.

Tooth Rat
Children leave
their lost teeth
on windowsills in
the Philippines
so this rat can
pick them up and
get to the next
house quickly.

Tooth Bunny
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In El Salvador, a
friendly rabbit gathers
children’s teeth and
leaves money behind.

Tandemuis
Magical Mouse
In Argentina, kids leave
their teeth in a glass of
water to exchange for
coins or candy from a
magical mouse.
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This South African mouse
takes teeth from a slipper
and leaves a gift.
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Delta Dental
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Children in China throw
their lost teeth on the
roof or the ground. In
Egypt, kids fling their
teeth at the sun.
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